Molecular Visualization

- Molecular data are obtained through molecular dynamics on the initial set of atoms.
- One way to analyze the molecular data is through molecular surface visualization.
- We exploit three popular surface models: a. Solvent Excluded Surface (SES), b. Gaussian Kernel Model, c. van der Waals Surface.

Motivation

- Boost rendering performance.
- Introduce focus and context technique on molecular surfaces – depict details only when necessary.
- Study illustrative visualization on molecule surfaces.
- Motivated by the workflow proposed by David Goodsell [2].

Approach

- Combinations of different molecular surface representations and shading styles in level of detail (LOD) manner [1].
- LOD is determined by the importance function defined by the camera distance.
  - **Model**: Closest to the viewer we aim at providing a maximum of relevant information related to the structure and binding sites. Farther away from the viewer, we are smoothly changing the visual representation to an approximation of SES through Gaussian kernels. Farthest away from the viewer, we employ the least detailed representation via simple spheres.
  - **Shading**: For shape detail, we employ local diffuse shading model. For relative depth, we employ ambient occlusion. Ordinal depth cues are communicated with contour rendering and the figure-ground ambiguity is resolved with silhouette rendering. We have a specific distribution of visual cues for each level of detail.

Results

- Through our LOD concept we are able to boost the rendering performance of molecular models by 5-10x.

Two different versions of the LOD function. Individual fields are determined through mouse based interaction (left), and via a distance from the cavity centerline (right).

An example of zooming in towards the molecule (proliferative cell nuclear antigen). When fields are fixed, we obtain more and more details at every zoom level.
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